Abstract-We propose a two-level scheduler for a frequency reuse-1 multi-cell wireless network satisfying inter-and intra-cell weighted temporal fairness constraints. As opposed to hard partitioning of the entire frequency band to different cell patterns in frequency reuse-M systems (M > 1), we propose sharing this band opportunistically in time by these patterns. Through numerical examples, we show notable gains in overall network throughput due to improved multi-user diversity in comparison with a conventional frequency reuse-3 system.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RADITIONAL cellular wireless networks employ frequency reuse with parameter M > 1 in which the frequency band is partitioned into M subbands. Each of these subbands is then allocated to individual cells comprising a Base Station (BS) and multiple users [1] . The reuse parameter M determines the distance between any two closest interfering cells using the same subband. Typical values of M are 3, 4, or 7 [1] . The set of cells with the same subband assignment is called a (transmission) pattern due to the way these cells form a regular pattern in the 2D cell-layout. Note that cells in the same pattern can transmit simultaneously in the same subband. In frequency reuse-M networks with M > 1, users' scheduling decisions are made locally for each cell by the BS without a need for coordination among cells, thus referred to as single-cell scheduling. Within a single cell, opportunistic scheduling is employed that exploits the time-varying characteristics of wireless channels for maximizing cell throughput under certain fairness constraints. In Temporal Fair (TF) singlecell opportunistic scheduling, the cell throughput is maximized under the constraint that users receive the same share of airtime resources [2] . It was shown in [2] that the optimum TF scheduler chooses to serve the user which has the largest sum of available transmission rate and another user-dependent term that can be calculated off-line if the channel models are available or alternatively can be obtained using an on-line learning algorithm. A conventional frequency reuse-M system with uniform partitioning of the frequency band and with TF scheduling on a cell-basis is both inter-cell fair (in terms of bandwidth) and intra-cell temporal fair. For a survey on singlecell scheduling in LTE networks, see [3] . Frequency reuse-1 (or single channel) networks have gained attention recently in which all cells operate at the same frequency band to maximize spectral efficiency since the peak data rates would be higher per user in such systems [4] . However, inter-cell interference is a major concern especially for cell edge users. To control interference in such networks, dynamic cell coordination-based methods have been proposed which can be implemented in different complexities by centralized, semi-distributed, coordinated-distributed and autonomous-distributed methods surveyed in [5] . Moreover, the single-cell scheduling paradigm is replaced with multi-cell scheduling for which a scheduling decision is to be made while taking into consideration of all cells in the network. For a recent review on multi-cell scheduling, see [6] .
In this letter, we consider the downlink of a single-channel network with the transmit powers being fixed for each cell as in most single-cell schedulers. We do not consider sectoring in this letter. We assume a time-slotted system for the sake of convenience but the proposed mechanisms can also be deployed in OFDMA-based systems with modifications. Our goal is to improve the throughput of conventional frequency reuse-M systems while preserving their inter-cell and intra-cell fairness features. For this purpose, we propose a two-level scheduler. At a scheduling instant, each BS employs a cell level TF scheduler to nominate a user and its available transmission rate to the network level. The network level then calculates the potential overall transmission rate for each pattern and runs a network level TF scheduler to decide on which pattern to allow to transmit. This decision is then disseminated to all BSs which then forward data to their nominated users if the pattern they belong to, was chosen for transmission. Both TF schedulers are tuned to provide inter-and intra-cell fairness but designed to maximize the overall network throughput. Low processing requirement of the proposed approach and the limited amount of information exchange among the BSs and the network level scheduler, are the apparent advantages in comparison with other centralized schemes that have higher implementation complexities [5] . We also provide an extension of this scheduler by introducing a virtual user in each cell and additionally a virtual pattern at the network level for network throughput enhancement by relaxing temporal fairness with air-time share guarantees. We present the two-level scheduler in Section II and validate its effectiveness in Section III. Finally, we conclude.
II. TWO-LEVEL MULTI-CELL SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
We envision a time-slotted frequency reuse-1 network with bandwidth BW serving K cells where the time slots of a certain duration are indexed by 1 ≤ τ <∞. We assume M transmission 2162-2337 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. patterns a given cell may belong to. We assume that all cells in a transmission pattern can transmit simultaneously with a mutual interference that is tolerable. The M transmission patterns may be the same as the patterns in conventional frequency reuse-M systems which is the approach we pursue in this paper in which case the patterns are mutually disjoint. At a given time slot τ , the two-level scheduler will first choose opportunistically a pattern out of the M available and then all cells in that pattern will choose a user opportunistically for downlink transmission. For fairness constraints, we let a
where I{·} denotes the conventional indicator function which is either one or zero depending on whether the argument is true or not, respectively. We define the long-term air-time shares of user U 
where SN R i,j m (τ ) denotes the signal to noise ratio of user U i,j m at slot τ [7] but also other relationships of SE to the SNR than (2) can also be used. Next, we describe the two-level multi-cell scheduler algorithm we propose at a given time slot τ . At the cell level, the BS of cell C i m selects a user j * i,m based on the instantaneous SEs and the user counter values as follows:
where α > 0 is an algorithm parameter that we will study in the numerical examples which will be shown to affect the convergence time and the overall network throughput. Each BS of cell C 
In the fourth step, the network level selects the pattern m * on the basis of the following identity:
where β > 0 is again an algorithm parameter. Once m * is determined, the network level counters are updated in the fifth step as follows:
The network level then sends a command to all cells with the information on which pattern was selected in the current slot. In the final step of the algorithm, the cells C The counters of users in cells in patterns other than the selected one are not updated and those cells are switched off in the current slot. The network level scheduler has O(K) computational complexity and O(M ) storage requirements and presents a scalable solution when compared to existing methods whose complexity depend on the overall number of users N in the network. Due to low communications overhead between the BSs and network level scheduler, the proposed method is practical and can be implemented using a high-speed backhaul. The proposed scheme can be viewed as a two-level credit-based procedure where chosen (un-chosen) patterns loose (gain) credits and served (un-served) users of the chosen pattern again loose (gain) credits and the algorithm parameters α and β are the weights of the credit component at the cell and networks levels, respectively. The overall long-term average network throughput is given by T = lim t→∞
The proposed algorithm provides weighted inter-and intra-cell temporal fairness due to the way counters are updated. Scheduling decisions are always made to ensure that counter values stay bounded in absolute value which can be shown to guarantee the long-term inter-and intra-cell weighted temporal fairness constraints. The optimality of the proposed multi-cell scheduler stems from the structure of the two TF schedulers, the networklevel TF scheduler (5) and the cell-level TF scheduler (3), which are the same as the single-cell optimum TF scheduler described in [2] except that we use fixed coefficients β and α in the two TF schedulers instead of those that decay in time. The purpose of this choice is to satisfy fairness constraints not only in the long term but also in shorter time scales. Numerical examples will be presented to validate these choices.
Finally, we present an extension of the proposed algorithm with the intention of increasing overall network throughput while relaxing weighted inter-and intra-cell temporal fairness with air-time share guarantees. For this purpose, we introduce a virtual user denoted by v Similarly, a virtual pattern V is introduced whose SE at slot τ is set to the maximum SE of all patterns. A scheduling weight W v is assigned to the virtual pattern satisfying
Finally, a counter denoted by B v is dedicated to virtual pattern V . The previously proposed two-level scheduler is run as is, with the additional virtual pattern and per-cell virtual users. At a scheduling instant τ , when the network-level scheduler is to choose the virtual pattern, the pattern that is actually allowed to transmit would be the one that has the largest per-pattern SE. When the cell-level scheduler is to choose a virtual user, then the user with the maximum SE in that cell would be chosen for 
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In all the numerical examples, we use the 9-cell and 37-cell frequency reuse-1 networks depicted in Fig. 1 where the radius of each cell is 1 km. The system frequency is assumed to be 2.5 GHz and BW is set to 60 MHz. For the benchmark frequency reuse-3 system using 20 MHz subbands, noise power and all BS transmit powers are set to −100 dBm and 45 dBm, respectively. Rayleigh fading and log-distance path-loss models are adopted for the channel distribution of each user [1] . The path-loss exponent and the Rayleigh parameters are set to 3.5 and 2.5, respectively. For the sake of convenience, we set w In the first example, we assume N i m = 10 uniformly located users in each cell. We run the TLSTF algorithm for a duration of 5 × 10 6 slots with various choices of α and β and obtain the values Γ J and Γ J * , which are defined as the minimum value of t such that J(Ht) > 1 − ε and J * (Ht) > 1 − ε, respectively, for a small tolerance parameter ε > 0 which is set to 0.005, and for a sampling parameter H set to 100. Larger values of Γ J and Γ J * are indicative of longer convergence times and therefore adverse impact on short-term inter-and intra-cell fairness, respectively. The steady-state throughput T , and two fairness metrics Γ J and Γ J * are tabulated in Table I for various values of α and β and for two network scenarios. We observe that with relatively low choices of the algorithm parameters α and β, it takes longer for the system to be inter-and intra-cell temporal fair. Intra-cell short-term fairness appears to be more problematic. On the other hand, when these parameters are increased, the throughput T of the system is slightly reduced. Moreover, the choice of α has a far larger impact on system performance than β. As a trade-off between short-term fairness and total network throughput, we fix α = β = 0.01 in the remaining numerical examples.
In the second numerical example, we vary N and for each value of N , we create 300 instances in each of which N users are randomly spatially distributed in the 9-cell and 37-cell network scenarios. For each instance, we define the percentage gain G as
100% where T T LST F and T F R3 denote the total network throughput T obtained by using TLSTF and the frequency reuse-3 system, respectively, under the same average transmit power, with each cell deploying the cell level scheduler of TLSTF independently of other cells in the latter system. We plot the empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the percentage gain G in Fig. 2 for five different scenarios with the minimum (maximum) observed gain being 3.45% (19.48%). We observe that the gain G appears to increase with decreasing average number of users per cell in which case the multi-user diversity gain is limited with single-cell scheduling. However, in such scenarios, networkwide multi-user diversity due to multi-cell scheduling helps improve the total network throughput.
In the final example, we assess the throughput performance of TLSAG. N of the weights w and W v in Fig. 3 . We show that the gain in network throughput linearly increases with these two weights with gains of 62.06% and 132.96% when w = W v = 0.3 for the 9-cell and 37-cell scenarios, respectively. Note that for this particular scenario, TLSAG ensures that a 
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel scheduler TLSTF is proposed for a frequency reuse-1 multi-cell wireless network providing inter-and intra-cell (weighted) temporal fairness while maximizing overall network throughput. We also propose an extension, called TLSAG, which provides long term temporal share guarantees to users. Notable gains are demonstrated with both algorithms.
